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Those visitors who were third parties become second parties  with commensurate 
appreciation of the reconnected concept before turning themselves into first parties of 
participants of the works through the media of communication design.



CONNECTED

By following the retrospection embodied in the college of design, 
we make a revision as to the relationship between communication 
design and this society. It hinges around the concept that society 
can be a productive force by bringing about an affinity between 
people through a link played by the function of design.



　A construct of design is implemented to 
connect every human entity. A common 
denominator lurking behind the designed 
words is the Chinese word, people, in 
figurative sense. And this concept focused 
on people is the very core value of this 
exhibition--------connecting every human 
entity so that a group can emerge out of 
design.
　By decomposing the three Chinese words 
figuratively represented by him, you, and I 
and reconfiguring them into a whole new 
order with application of Swiss style 
graphic design, the aforementioned three 
points of view are separated inwardly into 
three layers of constructs with a rule of 
directional sense evolving from third to 
second, then to first person-wise, a 
transformation into a common-selfness.
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The transition from apathy to intimacy to identity is what our connected 
project is all about.
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A design can achieve the status of having the quality of enchanting life 
creation only if it is based on the construct of culture driven by joint 
intents of people, that culture can be infused with ever lasting flowering 
of people’s life once their participation is well channeled towards 
constructive ends.

Differences in social values existing among all the social entities lead to 
issues difficult to resolve. Through debate and validation on issues with 
the aid of relevant design, common ground of understanding can be 
reached to improve social state of affairs via communication from varied 
points of view.

A prosperous society depends on progressive economic activities. Under 
heated competition, possessing unique characteristics is one of the 
necessity for industry survival. Only when the uniqueness is highly 
valued through design can a superior industry be kept alive for a long 
time.
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